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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

On a scale of 0 to 5, Church members gave implementation of Synod resolutions an average rating 

of 2 (very fair). These members also strongly supported keeping all the resolutions of Synod 2015 

(90% of responses across all 45 resolutions), and also for not amending the resolution texts 

themselves (79% of responses across all 45 resolutions). It is instructive to note that those 

stakeholders who requested text amendments, pointed to the need for: (i) resolution texts to be 

clearer in their aims and focus, and (ii) resolution texts to note the capacities and resources 

required to support implementation, monitoring and reporting. 

Stakeholders listed best practices and key challenges that influenced implementation of 

resolutions. Generally, outreach, special events and media use were the top three best practices 

identified, while stakeholders pointed to participation, leadership and sustainability as being the 

top three challenges most frequently experienced. Top challenges and best practices varied with 

activities and interestingly, were usually fundamental factors for activity success or lack of it. As 

examples, outreach would be necessary to support success of activities on Word and 

Evangelization resolutions and was indeed identified as a top best practice in these instances. 

Similarly, media use was a top best practice for success of activities on Communication and 

Service resolutions, as might be expected. On the other hand, lack of participation was a top 

challenge that hampered implementation of activities across several resolutions, while 

unavailability of resources was a top challenge faced for implementation of Formation, 

Communication, Service, and Family/Youth resolutions. 

While there were apparent, successful developments as a result of the Synod process, actual 

evidence and public awareness of the nature and extent of the successes was weak. On 

reflection, some resolutions would have required new resources and new approaches. This may 

have been challenging, and sustainability would have depended heavily on focused planning and 

consistency in follow-up with monitoring and evidence-based reporting to justify ongoing 

requests for new financial investments over time. Some stakeholders expressed the view that 

key changes in leadership in the early and peak periods of work negatively impacted momentum 

and hence sustainability. Certainly, there was a change in Bishop in the first quarter of 2016, and 

there were other key leadership changes among the Synod Implementation Team (SIT) and SIT 

Commissions. Simultaneous implementation of all resolutions seemed challenging as well. 

Although Church members wish to retain all 45 resolutions, it is advisable that resolutions and 

associated activities are prioritized for a phased approach to implementation at both Diocese and 

parish levels. This would avoid unrealistic demands on the available human and financial resource 

base.  For optimised Church growth, the Diocese is urged to invest in a results based management 

(RBM) system, supported by effective stakeholder engagement and communication. By this 

means, the RBM system would facilitate strategic use of acquired knowledge for adapting and 

improving practices of programmes and activities over time. Such a system will require skilled 

management itself, by those who are knowledgeable in results-based management.  
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2. INTRODUCTION 

 
During 2014- January 2015, the Diocese of Kingstown prepared for and successfully completed 
its first Synod (Synod 2015), which sought to reaffirm and define clearly a common understanding 
of the vision of Church. To underpin this common vision, Synod 2015 approved and adopted a 
total of 45 resolutions, which were broadly defined goals, for implementation during a 5-year 
period. At the same time, these 45 resolutions were grouped into 12 principal categories: Word; 
Eucharist; Service; Evangelization; Catholic Schools and Institutions; Ecumenism; Formation; 
Vocation; Family and Youth; Communications; Finance and Policy.  
 
Following the conclusion of Synod 2015, The Diocese’s governance framework was strengthened 
for managing implementation of the approved 45 resolutions, with the addition of: a Vision Team 
(VT), a Finance Team and a Synod Implementation Team (SIT) at the Diocese level; and Parish 
Pastoral Councils (PPCs) within the parishes. This served to ensure that both clergy and laity 
played essential roles as members of the VT, SIT, and PPCs in planning and implementing the 
approved Synod resolutions.   
 
In October 2019, in preparation for the closing of the 5-year Synod implementation period, the 
Diocese conducted a survey to gather stakeholder views on Synod implementation performance, 
best practices and challenges experienced, and on the continuing importance and relevance of 
the Synod 2015 resolutions. 
  
  
 

3. SURVEY APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY  

 

During October 2019 to January 2020, an online survey instrument was prepared and 
disseminated to stakeholders of the Diocese to gather their views on the implementation of each 
of the 45 resolutions that were formally adopted during Synod 2015. The numbering of the Synod 
resolutions, as finalized, was retained for administration of the survey and for analysis purposes 
(see Appendix 1).  
 
For the purpose of administration of the survey, stakeholder groups were organized as follows.  
1. The Clergy and SIT members were most active and worked closely at the Diocesan level of 

Synod implementation, and were therefore grouped together to form a ‘CL-SIT’ stakeholder 
group; 

2. The VT and PPC members showed variable levels of activity that involved interactions at both 
the Diocese and PPC levels, and were therefore grouped together to form the ‘PPC’ 
stakeholder group; and, 

3. General laity members of the Church, who did not directly serve on the VT, SIT or PPCs, were 
grouped together to form the ‘LAI’ stakeholder group.  
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The online survey was set up as 7 Google survey forms, addressing the principal resolution 
categories as follows: 
Survey form #1 – Word resolutions 
Survey form #2 – Eucharist resolutions 
Survey form #3 – Service resolutions 
Survey form #4 – Family, Youth and Communications resolutions 
Survey form #5 – Evangelization 
Survey form #6 – Catholic Schools and Institutions, Ecumenism, Formation, Vocation 
Survey form #7 – Finance and Policy 
 
For each resolution, the survey form provided the adopted text of the resolution as a reminder 
to respondents. The following 6 questions were then posed and repeated for each resolution. 

1. Rate the implementation of the above resolution on a scale from 0 to 5 (0 = no 
implementation, 1= fair, 2= very fair, 3=good, 4= very good, and 5 = excellent 
implementation). (NB - This question was compulsory, and respondents had to make a 
single choice.) 

2. If any, list the top 1-2 challenges experienced during implementation. (NB – This question 
was not compulsory. Respondents were allowed an open text response.) 

3. If any, list the top 1-2 best practices identified during implementation. (NB – This question 
was not compulsory. Respondents were allowed an open text response.) 

4. Should the aim of this resolution be kept in going forward? (NB - This question was 
compulsory, and respondents had to indicate ‘yes’ or ‘no’ as a response.) 

5. If you answered yes above, should the wording of the resolution be changed? (NB: This 
question was not compulsory. Respondents could indicate ‘yes’, ‘no’ or ‘maybe’.) 

6. Give your suggestion for the changed wording. (NB – This question was not compulsory. 
Respondents were allowed an open text response.) 

Hence, only questions 1 (resolution implementation rating) and 4 (issue of keeping the resolution 
in going forward) were compulsory.  
 
The survey responses were downloaded into Excel and analysed within Excel. 
 
 
 

4. RESULTS 

 
Table 1 shows the number of email contacts provided by the Diocese for each of the 3 
stakeholder groups, the emails that appeared to be valid and hence active (email addresses that 
did not return an error message for delivery of the survey request were considered valid and 
hence active), and the response rate by each stakeholder group for each of the 7 Google survey 
forms.  
To solicit maximum participation in the survey, each stakeholder group was issued 2 or more 
reminders for the 1-2 months during administration of the survey. The survey response rate was 
highest for the CL-SIT group, ranging from 32% for the Word survey to 40% for the Family/Youth 
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and Communications surveys. On the other hand, the response rates for the PPC and LAI groups 
were considerably lower, 8% - 16%, and 7-10% respectively across the 7 surveys.  
 
Table 1. Stakeholder group size and response rate for each survey form 

 

Group 

 

 

Survey form 

Word Eucharist Service  Family, Youth and 

Communications 

Evangelization Catholic Schools 

and Institutions, 

Ecumenism, 

Formation, 

Vocation 

Finance 

and Policy 

CL-SIT Respondents 

with valid 

contacts 

25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

CL-SIT No. responses 8 9 9 10 8 9 9 

CL-SIT Response rate 

(%) 

32% 36% 36% 40% 32% 36% 36% 

PPC Respondents 

with valid 

contacts 

63 63 63 63 63 63 63 

PPC No. responses 10 7 5 6 7 8 9 

PPC Response rate 

(%) 

16% 11% 8% 10% 11% 13% 14% 

LAI Respondents 

with valid 

contacts 

69 69 69 69 69 69 69 

LAI No. responses 7 5 5 6 5 5 5 

LAI Response rate 

(%) 

10% 7% 7% 9% 7% 7% 7% 

Total no. 

responses  

 25 21 19 22 20 22 23 

 

 
3.1 Question 1 – Resolution ratings 

 
This question was compulsory, and respondents had to make a single choice on a scale of 0 to 5, 
with 5 being the best rating possible. 
  
In terms of responses received, Chart 1 shows the average and range of ratings obtained for each 
of the 45 resolutions, while Chart 2 shows the same information but aggregated according to the 
12 principal categories into which the resolutions were organized for adoption. Chart 3 illustrates 

The text of question 1 follows:  

Rate the implementation of the above resolution on a scale from 0 to 5 (0 = no implementation, 

1= fair, 2= very fair, 3=good, 4= very good, and 5 = excellent implementation). 
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the average ratings obtained for the principal resolution categories from each of the 3 
stakeholder groups (CL-SIT, PPC and LAI).  
 
As Chart 1 shows, two Communication resolutions (Nos. 2 and 1) obtained the highest average 
ratings of 3 or higher (i.e. good to excellent implementation) (see Chart 1). The next highest 
ratings were given to Eucharist resolution No. 1, then Service resolution No. 1 and then Word 
resolution No. 1.  
 
In contrast, a total of 22 resolutions obtained an average rating of less than 2 (i.e. fair to no 
implementation), which included:  
Communication resolution No. 3;  
Ecumenism resolution;  
Evangelization resolutions Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4;  
Family and Youth resolution No. 3;  
Finance resolutions Nos. 1 and 2;  
Formation resolutions Nos. 1 and 2;  

Policy resolutions Nos. 1, 3, 4 and 5;  
Catholic schools and Institutions resolutions 
Nos. 1 and 3;  
Service resolution No. 2;  
Vocation resolution;  
Word resolutions Nos. 2, 4 and 5.   

 
Resolutions obtaining the lowest ratings (ratings of 1 to 1.5) were Policy resolution No. 4, 

Formation resolution No. 2, Schools/ Institutes resolution No. 3, and Finance resolution No 2.  

 

 

Chart 1. Ratings for each of the 45 resolutions: the blue lines show the range of the ratings reported for each 

resolution, from minimum to maximum, with the average rating values indicated by the red dots. The resolutions 

are listed in descending order of average rating from left to right in the chart, and this descending trend is shown 

by the red line joining the dots.  

 

In considering the principal resolution categories (Chart 2), the Communication resolution category was 

the only category with an average rating of more than 2.5. In descending order, the next highest average 

ratings were obtained for the Eucharist, Service, Word, and Family/Youth resolution categories, with these 

being in the range of 2 to 2.5. The Schools/Institutes and Formation resolution categories received the 

lowest average ratings overall. 
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Chart 2. Average rating for each principal category of resolutions (blue diamonds), listed in descending order of 

average rating from the left to right in the chart (blue line shows descending trend in rating going from left to 

right). 

 

 

Chart 3. Average rating for each principal category of resolutions by each stakeholder group (CL-SIT, PPC and LAI. 

The categories are listed in overall descending order of average rating from left to right in the chart. 

 

When the results were examined by stakeholder group (i.e. CL-SIT, PPC and LAI), the 3 group 

average ratings were very similar for the Communication, Vocation, and Evangelization 

resolution categories (Chart 3). The CL-SIT and PPC groups also appeared to agree closely on the 
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ratings for the Word, and Schools/Institutes resolution categories. It is also clear that the CL-SIT 

group consistently gave lower ratings than the other two stakeholder groups.  

   

3.2 Question 2 – Challenges 

For question 2, respondents were allowed an open text response and also to identify up to 2 top 

challenges for each resolution. A total of 237 text responses concerning challenges were 

received. These text responses were examined and grouped according to 9 general areas of 

challenges, which were: 

 Participation (this was usually described as lack of interest, commitment, cooperation 

and/or time); 

 Leadership (identified at all levels – clergy and laity);  

 Sustainability (usually described as lack of follow-up, lack of continuity, repeated starts 

and stops to the process);  

 Resources (usually identified as lack of access to, or availability of resources that included 

human resources, financial resources, equipment, trained persons);  

 Understanding (usually described as lack of understanding of the full depth of 

interpretation of concepts and hence also of requirements in terms of time and 

commitment);  

 Governance (descriptions usually made reference to the systems and processes in place, 

noting lack of transparency, accountability, inclusion, and making use of lessons learned, 

etc.);  

 Time factor (usually described as persons having busy schedules and hence people’s time 

availability);  

 Modern lifestyles (usually described as a conflict between the beliefs of the Church 

versus the pressures of modern concepts); and,  

 Learning curve (described as persons being slow to put plans into action).  

In general, just over one-third of the responses (34%) identified participation as the most 

important challenge affecting implementation of the resolutions (Chart 4). Leadership and 

sustainability ranked second and third in importance as challenges. 

 

The text of question 2 follows: “If any, list the top 1-2 challenges experienced during 

implementation.” 
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Chart 4. Pie chart showing the percentage of responses (differing slices of pie) that identified 9 general areas in 

which challenges were experienced for Synod implementation. 

 

In examining the responses for each of the 12 principal resolution categories, it became clear that 

respondents had identified challenges more frequently for some categories such as Word, 

Service and Family/ Youth (Chart 5). Additionally, the most important challenge varied with the 

resolution category. For example, Participation was identified more times than any other 

challenge for Word, Eucharist, Service, Family and Youth, Evangelization, Catholic Schools and 

Institutions, and Vocation. On the other hand, availability of resources was the most important 

challenge for Formation and Communication. Governance was the top challenge identified for 

Finance and Policy. One respondent identified understanding as a challenge for Ecumenism.  

 

 

Chart 5. Chart showing the relative proportions of responses identifying each of 9 general areas of implementation 

challenges for each of the 12 resolution categories. 
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3.3 Question 3 – Best Practices 

For question 3, respondents were allowed an open text response and also to identify up to 2 

top best practices for each resolution. A total of 118 text responses concerning top best 

practices were received.  

These text responses were examined and grouped according to 9 general areas of top best 

practices which were:  

 Outreach (consultation and engagement);  

 Special events (e.g. CAINCO);  

 Media use;  

 Governance;  

 Lectio (Lectio Divina);  

 Calendar (this referred to the calendar that lists Church events for the entire year, and 

this was considered useful for planning purposes);  

 Work focus (organization of activities with clear purpose);  

 Understanding; and,  

 Participation.  

Generally, outreach was the most important best practice, being mentioned in 25% of the 

responses received (Chart 6). Special events and media use were ranked second and third 

among the best practices identified overall for contributing positively to Synod implementation. 

 

The text of question 3 follows: “If any, list the top 1-2 best practices identified during 

implementation.” 
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Chart 6. Pie Chart showing the percentage of responses (slices of the pie) for each of 9 general areas of top best 

practices identified by these responses. 

 

In examining the responses for each of the 12 principal resolution categories, and like the 

identification of challenges, certain best practices were closely associated with specific resolution 

categories (Chart 7). For example, Lectio was identified as the most important best practice for 

supporting Word resolution implementation, although outreach and understanding also 

contributed notably. In comparison, outreach was the top best practice for supporting 

implementation of Evangelization and Formation resolutions, while outreach and media use 

were the most frequently identified top best practices for supporting Service resolutions. Work 

focus was the most important best practice identified for supporting the resolutions for Catholic 

Schools and Institutions, while media use and use of the calendar were the top best practices 

identified for supporting Communication resolutions. In the case of Finance and Policy 

resolutions, governance was the top best practice identified.  
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Chart 7. Chart showing the relative proportions of responses identifying 9 general areas of top best practices 

that supported implementation of resolutions in each of the 12 resolution categories. 

 

3.4 Question 4 – Resolutions to Keep 

Question 4 was compulsory, and respondents had to indicate ‘yes’ or ‘no’ as a response.  

Of the 956 responses obtained for the 45 resolutions, 856 responses were ‘yes’ and 100 were 

‘no’. As the majority of responses reflected a view to keep the resolutions, the analysis focused 

on identifying those resolutions and categories of resolutions that attracted most of the ‘no’ 

responses.  

Table 2 shows the actual number of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ responses for each of the 45 resolutions. 

Finance Resolution #2 obtained the highest number of ‘no’ responses, which was 10, followed by 

8 and 6 ‘no’ responses for Policy Resolution #2 and Policy Resolution #1 respectively.   

Table 3 aggregates the responses according to the 12 principal categories of resolutions, with the 

Policy, Evangelization and Finance categories attracting the highest number of ‘no’ responses.  

Table 2.  Number of times that respondents indicated ‘yes’ and ‘no’ to keep a resolution. All 45 resolutions are 

listed in descending order of the frequency of ‘no’ responses. 

RESOLUTION YES NO 

FINANCE-2 12 10 

POLICY-2 14 8 

RESOLUTION YES NO 

POLICY-1 16 6 

EVANGEL-2 14 5 

The text of question 4 follows: “Should the aim of this resolution be kept in going forward?” 
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RESOLUTION YES NO 

COMM-3 17 4 

EVANGEL-1 15 4 

EVANGEL-4 15 4 

EUCHARIST-5 17 3 

FINANCE-3 19 3 

POLICY-3 19 3 

POLICY-4 19 3 

SCHOOLS/INST-3 18 3 

SERVICE-2 15 3 

VOCATION 18 3 

WORD-3 22 3 

WORD-4 22 3 

ECUMENISM 19 2 

EUCHARIST-3 18 2 

FAMILY/YOUTH-3 19 2 

FORMATION-1 19 2 

FORMATION-2 19 2 

FORMATION-3 19 2 

POLICY-5 20 2 

SCHOOLS/INST-1 19 2 

SCHOOLS/INST-2 19 2 

RESOLUTION YES NO 

SERVICE-5 16 2 

WORD-8 23 2 

COMM-2 20 1 

EUCHARIST-1 19 1 

EUCHARIST-2 19 1 

EUCHARIST-6 19 1 

EVANGEL-3 18 1 

FINANCE-1 21 1 

SERVICE-1 17 1 

SERVICE-4 17 1 

WORD-1 24 1 

WORD-7 24 1 

COMM-1 21  
EUCHARIST-4 20  
FAMILY/YOUTH-1 21  
FAMILY/YOUTH-2 21  
SERVICE-3 18  
WORD-2 25  
WORD-5 25  
WORD-6 25  
TOTAL NUMBER OF 
RESPONSES 856 100 

 

Table 3. Number of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ responses for keeping resolutions, shown for each category of resolutions. The 

categories are listed in descending order of ‘no’ responses. 

RESOLUTION CATEGORY YES NO 

POLICY 88 22 

EVANGELIZATION 62 14 

FINANCE 52 14 

WORD 190 10 

EUCHARIST 112 8 

SCHOOLS/ INSTITUTES 56 7 

SERVICE 83 7 

RESOLUTION CATEGORY YES NO 

FORMATION 57 6 

COMMUNICATION 58 5 

VOCATION 18 3 

ECUMENISM 19 2 

FAMILY/ YOUTH 61 2 

TOTAL NUMBER OF 

RESPONSES 856 100 

 

When the responses for each of the 12 resolution categories were analysed by stakeholder group, 

there was fairly even distribution of the ‘yes’ response among all stakeholder groups as Chart 8 

shows. However, it is clear that most of the ‘no’ responses arose within the CL-SIT group as Chart 

9 shows.  
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Chart 8. Doughnut chart (12 circles stacked, one 

for each resolution category) with the extent of 

each of the 3 colours reflecting the number of 

‘yes’ responses by the 3 stakeholder groups (CL-

SIT – yellow, PPC – red, and LAI – blue).  

 Chart 9. Doughnut chart (12 circles stacked, one 

for each resolution category) with the extent of 

each of the 3 colours reflecting the number of 

‘no’ responses by the 3 stakeholder groups (CL-

SIT – yellow, PPC – red, and LAI – blue). 

 

 

3.5 Question 5 – Resolutions to Amend 

For question 5, respondents had to indicate ‘yes’, ‘no’ or ‘maybe’.  

Overall, of a total of 823 responses provided for the 45 resolutions, 650 responses were ‘no’; this 

represents 79% of the responses. 

It is interesting to note that the highest number of ‘no’ responses were obtained for 7 Word 

resolutions (See Table 4), followed by Family/ Youth Resolution #1 and Finance Resolution #1. 

When the responses are considered by resolution category, the Word, Eucharist and Policy 

categories got the highest number of ‘no’ responses, but also the highest number of ‘yes’ 

responses (see Table 5). In addition, the Policy and Word categories got the highest number of 

‘maybe’ responses.  

 

  

The text of question 5 follows: “If you answered yes above, should the wording of the 

resolution be changed?” 
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Table 4. Numbers and types of responses for individual resolutions concerning the issue of changing resolution 

text. For each resolution, the total responses received, the total ‘yes’, ‘no’ and ‘maybe’ responses, and also the 

total ‘yes’, ‘no’ and ‘maybe’ responses by stakeholder group are shown. Individual resolutions are listed in 

descending order of the ‘no’ total. 

  
YES 

 
YES 
TOTAL 

MAYBE 
 

MAYBE 
TOTAL 

NO 
 

NO 
TOTAL 

TOTAL 
RESPONSES BY 
RESOLUTION 

RESOLUTION LAI PPC 
CL-
SIT   LAI PPC 

CL-
SIT   LAI PPC 

CL-
SIT     

WORD-5  1  1 1   1 4 8 8 20 17 

WORD-6  2  2 1   1 4 7 8 19 19 

WORD-1   2 2 2  1 3 5 9 5 19 19 

WORD-4   1 1 2   2 3 8 7 18 18 

WORD-8  1 1 2 1   1 3 8 7 18 17 

WORD-3  1 2 3 2   2 3 8 6 17 22 

WORD-7  1 1 2 2   2 3 8 6 17 22 

FAMILY/YOUTH-1  1 1 2 1   1 4 4 8 16 19 

FINANCE-1      1  2 3 2 8 6 16 16 

EUCHARIST-1  1  1 1   1 3 4 8 15 18 

FAMILY/YOUTH-2  1 1 2 1  1 2 3 4 8 15 18 

ECUMENISM      2  2 4 2 6 7 15 17 

EUCHARIST-4   2 2 1   1 3 5 7 15 18 

EVANGEL-3   1 1 1   1 3 5 7 15 18 

POLICY-1  1  1 1  1 2 1 7 7 15 19 

POLICY-3  1  1 1 2  3 3 5 7 15 20 

POLICY-5  1  1 2 1 1 4 2 6 7 15 16 

VOCATION  1  1 1  1 2 3 5 7 15 18 

EUCHARIST-6   2 2 1  1 2 3 6 6 15 21 

SCHOOLS/INST-1  2  2 1  1 2 2 4 8 14 21 

SERVICE-2 1  1 2 1   1 2 4 8 14 15 

EUCHARIST-2   1 1 1   1 3 4 7 14 17 

FORMATION-3 1   1 2  1 3 1 6 7 14 17 

COMM-2  1  1 1  1 2 4 4 6 14 17 

FINANCE-2   1 1 1  1 2  8 6 14 19 

FORMATION-1  1 1 2 1  1 2 3 5 6 14 19 

POLICY-2  1  1 2 1 1 4 2 6 6 14 19 

EUCHARIST-5  1 2 3 2   2 2 4 7 13 17 

SERVICE-5      2  1 3 2 4 7 13 18 

COMM-1   1 1 1   1 3 4 6 13 18 

COMM-3      3  1 4 2 5 6 13 19 

EUCHARIST-3   1 1 1 1 1 3 3 4 6 13 17 

FAMILY/YOUTH-3 1 1 1 3 1  2 3 3 4 6 13 15 

FORMATION-2  1 1 2 2  1 3 2 5 6 13 16 

SCHOOLS/INST-2 1 1  2   2 2 2 5 6 13 17 

SCHOOLS/INST-3  1  1   1 1 4 3 6 13 17 

SERVICE-1   1 1 1  1 2 3 4 6 13 22 

SERVICE-3   3 3 1   1 3 4 6 13 21 
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YES 

 
YES 
TOTAL 

MAYBE 
 

MAYBE 
TOTAL 

NO 
 

NO 
TOTAL 

TOTAL 
RESPONSES BY 
RESOLUTION 

SERVICE-4   2 2 1  1 2 3 4 6 13 15 

FINANCE-3 1 1  2 1  3 4 1 7 5 13 15 

POLICY-4  1  1 3  3 6 1 7 5 13 19 

WORD-2   3 3 2 3 1 6 4 5 4 13 20 

EVANGEL-1      1  2 3 3 5 4 12 24 

EVANGEL-4   2 2 1  1 2 1 5 5 11 15 

EVANGEL-2  1  1 1 1 2 4 2 3 5 10 22 

TOTAL 
YES/MAYBE/NO 
RESPONSES BY 
GROUP 5 26 35 66 59 9 39 107 118 244 288 650 823 

 

 

Table 5. Numbers and types of responses aggregated for the 12 principal categories of resolutions concerning the 

issue of changing resolution text. For each category, the total responses received, the total ‘yes’, ‘no’ and ‘maybe’ 

responses, and also the total ‘yes’, ‘no’ and ‘maybe’ responses by stakeholder group are shown. Principal 

categories are listed in descending order of the ‘no’ total. 

  YES 
Yes 

Total MAYBE 
Maybe 
Total NO 

No 
Total 

TOTAL 
RESPONSES 

BY 
CATEGORY 

PRINCIPAL 
CATEGORY LAI PPC 

CL-
SIT   LAI PPC 

CL-
SIT   LAI PPC 

CL-
SIT     

WORD  6 10 16 13 3 2 18 29 61 51 141 175 

EUCHARIST  2 8 10 7 1 2 10 17 27 41 85 105 

POLICY  5  5 9 4 6 19 9 31 32 72 96 

SERVICE 1  7 8 6  3 9 13 20 33 66 83 

EVANGELIZATION  1 3 4 4 1 5 10 9 18 21 48 62 

FAMILY/ YOUTH 1 3 3 7 3  3 6 10 12 22 44 57 

FINANCE 1 1 1 3 3  6 9 3 23 17 43 55 

FORMATION 1 2 2 5 5  3 8 6 16 19 41 54 

COMMUNICATION  1 1 2 5  2 7 9 13 18 40 49 

SCHOOLS/ 
INSTITUTES 1 4  5 1  4 5 8 12 20 40 50 

ECUMENISM      2  2 4 2 6 7 15 19 

VOCATION  1  1 1  1 2 3 5 7 15 18 

TOTAL 
YES/MAYBE/NO 
RESPONSES BY 
EACH GROUP 5 26 35 66 59 9 39 107 118 244 288 650 823 
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3.6 Question 6 – Suggested Resolution Text Amendment 

For question 6, respondents were allowed an open text response.  

A total of 102 responses were obtained in response to this question. A total of 6 responses 

reflected the need to delete a resolution, which would already have been captured in section 3.4. 

Additionally, a total of 44 responses indicated ‘none’, i.e. no amendment, which would also 

already have been captured in section 3.5.  Hence, considering only those responses that (i) 

proposed amended text, or (ii) suggested issues for consideration in amending resolution texts 

(sometimes in the form of questions), a total of 58 responses were obtained, and these are 

provided in Table 6.  

If these responses are synthesized, just over 50% of them (27 out of 58 responses) noted the 

need for the resolution to be clearer or simpler in its text to ensure more specific interpretation 

and understanding of its focus, as well as of the parties expected to be involved. For 3 resolutions, 

Communication Resolution #3, Eucharist Resolution #4, and Word Resolution #4, responses 

pointed out the need to reflect the requirement for resources. For another 3 resolutions, 

Family/Youth Resolution #2, Finance Resolution #3, and Policy Resolution #2, responses indicated 

the need for monitoring activities and/or compliance checks. 

 

Table 6. A total of 58 responses that (i) provided text amendments for resolutions, or (ii) suggested/questioned 

the need for issues to be considered for informing amendments in the future.  

RESOLUTION 
RAW TEXT RESPONSES RECEIVED REGARDING 'NEW WORDING' FOR EACH 
RESOLUTION 

COMMUNICATION-3 
Question: What will we be sharing? The masses or will we be doing special 
productions?  

try for Training here, unless impossible 

ECUMENISM 
Maybe to generate more action......? 

EUCHARIST-2 
Organizing Diocesan Eucharistic seminar, congress, and workshop to encourage 
active participation and devotions. 

EUCHARIST-3 
be it resolved that the sacrament of reconciliation be promoted and made 
available in all parishes and especially in preparation for Holy Mass 

The text of question 6 follows: “Give your suggestion for the changed wording.” 
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RESOLUTION 
RAW TEXT RESPONSES RECEIVED REGARDING 'NEW WORDING' FOR EACH 
RESOLUTION 

I think having someone kneel and confess to a priest as a matter of religious 
practice seems as an adherence to colonialism and slavery.  Praying directly to 
the Father and the Son is sufficient to obtain forgiveness. 

Insert ...  promoted “by catechists and parish priest”... 

EUCHARIST-4 
insert the word “mandatory” after ‘receive’ in the resolution 

Not specifically formation, but necessary resources 

EUCHARIST-5 be it resolved that the Eucharist be promoted as the sacrament of charity and of 
God's compassion to all our brothers and sisters 

MORE EFFORT NEEDED 

Simpler wording needed. 

EUCHARIST-6 Be it resolved that the parishes promote and encourage ministry to children as 
an integral part of the Sunday liturgy so as to facilitate their active participation 
in the Mass 

Perhaps suggest “how” the Diocese can do this (??) 

EVANGEL-1 there need to be some explanation or a look into the joy of the gospel  

EVANGEL-2 
THIS CAN BE A PROGRAM,  NO NEED FOR A RESOLUTION 

EVANGEL-3 
List specific areas and prioritise. 

EVANGEL-4 
if kept people need to know what is meant by renewal movements  

Isn’t this duplicational??? 

FAMILY/YOUTH-1 
Be more specific in wording and prioritise 

FAMILY/YOUTH-2 

Wording to include watchdogs to ensure clergy and leadership compliance. 

FAMILY/YOUTH-3 
Be it resolved that the Diocese actively promote and defend the Catholic 
understanding of love, marriage and the family 

replace "within the context that" by "WHEREBY" 

FINANCE-1 

to heighten awareness of the necessity 

FINANCE-2 
Add that the fund should also be supported by income generating diocesan 
properties (Garifuna Bakery, Canouan bungalows, Union Island guest house, St 
Martin's house in Kingstown Park etc.).  This is in order to ease the financial 
strain of the congregations.  

Find a certain way to get everyone contributing, before yet ANOTHER fund?? 

FINANCE-3 

Disclosure need to be AT LEAST ANNUALLY,,,,,,, 
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RESOLUTION 
RAW TEXT RESPONSES RECEIVED REGARDING 'NEW WORDING' FOR EACH 
RESOLUTION 

FORMATION-2 

needs less academics & more Active RCIA: Promotion  

FORMATION-3 
tighten-up wording- more ACTIVE 

POLICY-1 

Is it really essential to state the obvious?? 

POLICY-2 
...and keep the catholic community fully advised on progress   ???? 

POLICY-4 

could make reference to being cost-effective, bearing in mind our low budget 

POLICY-5 

as above 

SCHOOLS/INST-1 
to include secondary schools 

SCHOOLS/INST-2 

make wording more concise 

Perhaps “promote” is too general a term. Perhaps there should be some more 
direct verb like "appoint and train teachers to...." 

SERVICE-1 

Perhaps not leave the onus solely on the Diocese, but expect the parishes 
themselves to take up the responsibility to promote Stewardship as a way of life. 

SERVICE-2 
........SKILLS, IN ORDER TO BE ABLE TO HELP THOSE WITH NEEDS 

SERVICE-3 
As an integral part of wknd worship 

Be it resolved that Catholic Social Teachings be promoted so that the life of 
every Catholic individual, family, parish, ministry and institution be shaped by its 
thinking 

Perhaps include whose responsibility it is to promote these 

SERVICE-4 Be it resolved that the Diocese, in all its projects, promote the authentic integral 
human development of all persons 

Be more specific in wording and prioritise 

SERVICE-5 
Be it resolved that the Diocese foster and actively promote an ethic of respect 
for life, people, and the environment  

needs thought to get better results 

WORD-1 
Emphasis on liturgy (wknd) 
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RESOLUTION 
RAW TEXT RESPONSES RECEIVED REGARDING 'NEW WORDING' FOR EACH 
RESOLUTION 

Be it resolved that bible study and/or Lectio Divina be done as an official activity 
of every parish and mission church at least twice a month initially. (ideally once a 
week) 

Be it resolved that the Bible be reaffirmed as the foundation of the Catholic faith 
and a sure means by which every Catholic individual, family, parish, ministry and 
institution can encounter the Living Word, Jesus Christ 

Very wordy....... 

WORD-2 Be it resolved that Catholics be assisted in how to enter into dialogue with the 
word of God as a means to understanding and responding to the social, political 
and spiritual problems of the nation 

Needs to be simplified 

too wordy and needs breaking down or breaking down  

unsure of change in wording 

very long 

WORD-3 
Make it clearer as to what is meant be the term "Environment of the Bible." 

WORD-4 Changing the wording is not the solution; helping to provide the necessary video 
equipment is of premier importance. 

WORD-5 
Give succinct information to justify the concept of Tradition. 

WORD-6 
Aim at convincingly explaining the concept of Tradition 

 

 
 

5. DISCUSSION  

 
Sampling Coverage  

The survey participation level of the CL-SIT stakeholder group, which included clergy and 

members of the Synod Implementation Team, ranged from 32% to 40% across the 7 surveys. This 

is a representative sample. On the other hand, in the case of the PPC and LAI stakeholder groups, 

the response rates from the potential pool of stakeholders were comparatively low, 8-16% and 

7-10% respectively. For the purposes of this report, it is assumed that the respondents within 

these small samples had reasonable understanding and knowledge of the Synod process and 

implementation progress; as such, they provided answers that were representative of their 

respective groups. If this assumption is valid, then the responses from the PPC and LAI groups 

are worthwhile to consider.  
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Resolution rating   

Except for Communication Resolution Nos 1 and 2, no resolution was able to obtain a rating of 3 

(good) or higher. Eucharist resolution No. 1, Service resolution No. 1 and Word resolution No. 1 

obtained average ratings of 2- 2.5. The lowest ratings recorded were between 1 and 1.5, obtained 

by Policy resolution No. 4, Formation resolution No. 2, Schools/ Institutes resolution No. 3, and 

Finance resolution No 2. 

This suggests that in general, there was lower than reasonable performance in addressing Synod 

resolutions. In view of the vast number of resolutions (45), unless the Church provided additional 

resources for Synod implementation, perhaps the proposed full range of aims and tasks was too 

ambitious for the 5-year period of implementation. Moreover, the various bodies (VT, SIT, and 

PPC) did not appear to adhere to formal work planning and progress reporting procedures. This 

prevented accurate accounting of the nature, as well as the extent of the progress. Hence, even 

if the organisation and delivery of Church events were done differently during Synod and were 

considered successful, there was no formal, documented evidence of which aspects really 

contributed to advancing achievement of outcomes, and which aspects remained weak. While 

there may have been some evaluation data collected, analyses of these were not formally put on 

record and communicated. As such, general Church awareness and appreciation would have 

remained low. This may explain why the ratings reflected ‘less than good’ performance overall.  

Among the ratings assigned, the CL-SIT group consistently gave lower ratings than the PPC and 

LAI groups, which seems to imply a stricter expectation of Synod implementation by the CL-SIT 

group. However, it is interesting to note that the average rating scores of all three groups 

matched very closely for the following resolution categories: Communication, Vocation, 

Evangelization, and Catholic schools and Institutes. It is possible that for these subject areas, the 

understanding and expectations were similar and also clear for everyone. It also suggests that for 

the remaining resolution categories, the interpretations of the resolutions may have differed 

among the groups. In going forward, some additional effort would be required to ensure that 

everyone is interpreting the resolutions in the same way, and to agree on the specific 

implementing priorities for each resolution. This should be informed by expanded dialogue and 

consultation among Church members/ stakeholders, and improved communication of the plans 

and implementing arrangements. 

Challenges 

Participation, leadership, and sustainability were the top most frequent challenges in general. 

The top challenge varied with the resolution category, and usually represented a fundamental 

gap that would be expected to inhibit success. For example, participation was identified more 

times for resolutions where participation would be essential, e.g. resolutions addressing Word, 

Eucharist, Service, Family and Youth, Evangelization, Catholic Schools and Institutions, and 

Vocation.  Likewise, availability of resources was the most common challenge for resolutions 

addressing Formation and Communication, and arguably would be expected to be very important 
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for the success of these types of activities. In the case of resolutions on Finance and Policy, good 

governance would be expected to play a pivotal role, and was indeed the top challenge identified.  

These results suggest that the Diocese and Church under-estimated the required levels of 

commitment, planning, advocacy, and finance needed to support Synod implementation, or were 

unable to prioritise effectively the allocation and use of the available human, financial and other 

resources.  As there is no record of evidence that prioritisations occurred, it is assumed that none 

took place or none was communicated widely. It is assumed, therefore that the Diocese 

attempted to apply limited resources to address the simultaneous implementation of the full set 

of 45 resolutions. In going forward, it is recommended that resolution implementation be 

prioritised for implementation in phases, taking into account the resources required for such 

implementation, including any financial investments in equipment and new human resource 

skills. In addition, the prioritisation exercise should consider not only priorities among the 45 

resolutions, but priorities for the expectations of each resolution in turn. Effective stakeholder 

dialogue and consultation are urged to assist with this process, and the plans and progress should 

be documented and communicated as the process unfolds. 

Best Practices 

Outreach was the identified as the most important best practice in general. As dialogue is a key 

component of outreach, and dialogue helps to improve understanding, this, in turn, can help to 

overcome some of the common challenges identified, such as participation, leadership, and 

sustainability where sustainability is dependent on interest and commitment. Moreover, as 

outreach improves, it can continue to contribute to enhancing performance with regard to 

participation, leadership and sustainability. As outreach is a fundamental step for addressing 

activities pertaining to Evangelization, Formation and Service, and was also identified specifically 

as a top best practice for the resolutions addressing these topics, this suggests that the 

approaches to outreach were good, but there were weaknesses in other areas that ultimately 

impacted on performance and delivery of outputs.    

Lectio Divina was identified, perhaps not surprisingly, as the most important best practice for 

supporting Word resolution implementation, reinforced by two other best practices also 

identified, outreach and understanding. Lectio Divina was often conducted during gatherings for 

other purposes, and such gatherings were essential to support the mode of delivery. 

Furthermore, as Lectio Divina could be easily dove-tailed with other activities, the practice has 

been easy to sustain throughout the Synod implementation period and has since been 

mainstreamed into key Church activities. There are features of this success that could have useful 

lessons for adapting approaches in respect of other Synod resolutions.  

In a similar manner, it is interesting to note that the top best practices for some other resolution 

categories are what would likely be essential/ fundamental to their success, i.e. work focus in the 

case of resolutions for Catholic Schools and Institutions, media use and use of the calendar in the 

case of Communication resolutions, and governance in the case of Finance and Policy resolutions. 

This suggests that there has been a reasonable effort in trying to focus the aims and approaches 
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of Synod implementation, and in going forward, the knowledge gained from these best practice 

experiences should be used to inform improvements, including required adjustments for coping 

with the ongoing challenges that have also been identified. 

Resolutions to keep 

This question was compulsory, and 856 out of 956 responses or 90% of the responses indicated 

to keep resolutions in general. For each of all 45 resolutions, the majority of respondents 

indicated to keep each resolution as well. That noted, for 3 resolutions, Finance resolution No. 2, 

Policy resolution  No. 2 and Policy resolutions No. 1, the percentage of ‘no’ responses were 45%, 

36%, and 27% respectively. As these percentages are not insignificant, there may be justification 

in giving some further consideration of the way forward for these resolutions. Most of the ‘no’ 

responses, in most cases, came from the CL-SIT group, the members of which had the heaviest 

responsibility for Synod implementation, and hence which also arguably had the most intimate 

understanding of the governance and supporting financial and human resource challenges for 

steering the process. It may therefore be worthwhile for the CL-SIT group to have more internal 

dialogue about the key priorities, and particularly to elucidate the areas of concern regarding the 

3 resolutions that had a high number of ‘no’ responses so that these could be addressed formally 

and managed transparently in going forward.   

Resolutions to amend 

While this question was not compulsory, there was a good response rate obtained, with 650 out 

823 responses indicating that there was no need to amend resolutions. That noted, the Word, 

Eucharist and Policy resolution categories got the highest number of ‘no’ responses, as well as 

the highest number of ‘yes’ responses. The Policy and Word resolution categories also got the 

highest number of ‘maybe’ responses. The variety and higher frequency of responses for these 

principal categories suggest that there are more, as well as stronger views on the way forward 

for these categories, again presumably based on the experiences of Synod implementation. In 

view of the comparatively high number of ‘yes’ and ‘maybe’ responses for the Word, Eucharist, 

and Policy resolution categories, it may be worthwhile spending time ensuring that there is a 

common interpretation of the resolutions concerned, as well as the immediate priority aims and 

approaches. This would allow persons with differing views to be more confident that genuine 

concerns are being addressed, and the process is benefiting also from adaptive learning.  

Suggested Resolution Text Amendments 

Of the 58 responses that provided some guidance regarding the approach to amending resolution 

texts, these responses often highlighted uncertainties about: interpretation of the resolutions 

and hence their specific aims and focus, availability of resources and capacities, documented 

analysis of progress, and accountability with regard to agreed aims. It should be noted that all of 

these issues would normally be addressed through a strictly managed strategic and work 

planning process that is results-oriented, i.e. a results-based management system (RBM).  
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Some additional points of view for consideration 

Early in the Synod implementation period, there had been efforts by the Vision Team to establish 

and maintain RBM with its elements of strategic planning and work planning. There were also 

efforts to develop a database that would capture data on the progress and hence performance 

of the implementation of Synod resolutions, and other Diocese activities.  

As the RBM process was new to the Church, SIT and PPC members were learning the process and 

trying to introduce the new ideas associated with Synod, alongside ongoing efforts to maintain 

existing Church activities and responsibilities. In some cases, this represented an increased 

demand with no increase in the available human resource base. This was made worse when 

persons often did not fulfil their roles when they volunteered for, or were assigned to specific 

Synod teams at the Diocese and parish levels. As there appeared to be no prioritisation of 

resolutions or their supporting activities, there was a general and perhaps unrealistic expectation 

that all 45 resolutions would be implemented simultaneously at both the Diocese and parish 

levels. In addition, there was some turnover of SIT and PPC members often without sufficient 

time for transition planning. Very importantly, there was also a change in the Bishop during the 

early stages of Synod. It would seem that all these challenges affected momentum and 

sustainability, as well as morale, during a key period when the Diocese was becoming accustomed 

to the new approaches. Consequently, the full range of RBM activities became overwhelming and 

was abandoned in favour of quicker, short-term planning and implementation arrangements. 

Efforts reverted mostly to focusing on a subset of more familiar concepts, activities, and practices 

at all levels.  

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Conclusions 

a. On a scale of 0 to 5, Synod implementation performance was given an average rating of 

2 (very fair) by the Diocese’s stakeholders (Church members), which suggests less than 

reasonable performance.  

b. The majority of stakeholders who completed the survey held the view that the full suite 

of Synod resolutions should be retained to inform continued Church growth. 

c. The majority of stakeholders who completed the survey also held the view that the texts 

of Synod resolutions should not be amended.  

d. Areas of best practices were identified, associated with the successful implementation of 

certain types/ categories of resolution. Some of these best practices were fundamental 

to activity success, e.g. outreach for success of Word and Evangelization resolutions, 

media use for success of Communication and Service resolutions. 
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e. Areas of top challenges were also identified, which varied with particular activities 

required to support particular resolutions. Some of these challenges represented 

fundamental gaps that prevented success, e.g. lack of participation for implementation 

of several resolutions, and availability of resources for implementation of Formation, 

Communication, Service, Family/Youth resolutions. 

f. Some Church members noted that momentum and sustainability of the efforts to 

promote results-based management suffered as a result of changes in the Bishop and 

Synod team leaders at critical stages of the process. 

g. Some Church members pointed out that it was perhaps also over-ambitious to attempt 

to implement all 45 resolutions simultaneously, without a formal process of prioritization 

and a phased approach at the Diocese and Parish levels.  

 

Recommendations 

Taking into account some of the possible reasons for apparent marginal Synod performance, 

particularly the early struggles to support a structured planning and reporting process that were 

exacerbated by changes in leadership and resource personnel at various levels of the Synod 

governance framework and at key times, the following recommendations are made. 

a. It is highly recommended that the Diocese invest resources to support a RBM system and 

approach in going forward. Effective stakeholder engagement (communication, 

participation and dialogue) should be an integral part of this system. This will improve 

overall Church governance, resulting in better accountability of Church work progress and 

performance, and hence improved credibility, which is essential to nurture improved 

respect and support by all stakeholders concerned.  

b. The RBM system and approach should address the range of concerns raised by those 

stakeholders who identified ongoing needs (i) to have greater clarity and specificity of 

resolution goals and approaches, and (ii) to identify and set aside the required capacities 

and resources to ensure successful implementation and impact. This would also address 

the issue of prioritisation of resolutions and supporting activities, as it may be unrealistic 

to support simultaneous implementation of all 45 resolutions. Hence the RBM system 

should be used to manage a phased approach to implementing resolutions. 

c. It should be noted that the proposed RBM system will need to be managed effectively. 

For this, it is highly recommended that the Diocese invest in training 1-2 Diocese staff in 

RBM system management to assume this task full-time on behalf of and working in close 

collaboration with the Diocese, and various components of the Synod governance 

framework, such as Vision Team, Finance Team, Synod Implementation Team, and Parish 

Pastoral Councils.  In this way, the Diocese’s stakeholders could still contribute their ideas 

for guiding Synod implementation through structured consultation sessions, while the 

RBM System managers would bear the actual burden of translating the consultations’ 

decisions into the required documentation, such as strategic and work plans. Other RBM 
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system manager tasks would include, inter alia: preparation of activity monitoring forms; 

management of data and information gathered from monitoring activities; preparation of 

performance measurement frameworks and any other required types of work progress 

reports.  

d. Composition of teams and assignment of tasks to volunteers should take into account 

persons’ interests and expertise, for maximum returns on such services. 

A clear investment in proactive RBM will ensure that the Diocese’s Synod process offers every 

opportunity for growing Church optimally through structured and adapted learning for delivery 

of agreed Synod resolutions, as well as their evolution over time. 
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7. APPENDICES  

 

5.1 Appendix 1 – Texts of Synod-Approved Resolutions 

 

WORD 

1. Be it resolved that the Bible be reaffirmed as the foundation of the Catholic faith to encourage an 
encounter with the Living Word, Jesus Christ by every Catholic individual, family, parish, ministry 
and institution. 

2. Be it resolved that the Diocese assist Catholics to enter into dialogue with the Word of God as: 

(a) an openness to understand and respond to the social, political and spiritual 
problems of St. Vincent and the Grenadines; 

(b) a response to the questions of all the faithful; 

(c) a broadening of the values of all the people; and 

(d) the fulfillment of the aspirations of all the faithful. 

3. Be it resolved that the Diocese promote the enthronement of the Bible in the church, the homes 
of all Catholics and Catholic institutions. 

4. Be it resolved that the diocese at all levels promote the Bible as the inspiration of all pastoral work 
by implementing Biblical Animation of all Pastoral Life (ABP). 

5. Be it resolved that the Diocese implement and promote a “Know-Your-Faith” series based on 
Scripture and Tradition to enable Catholics to be more knowledgeable about their faith.    

6. Be it resolved that the Bible be the foundation of all Catechetical and pastoral programmes in the 
Diocese.  
 

7. Be it resolved that the Diocese implement and administer through the parishes sustained and 
comprehensive mandatory training for all lectors and animators to ensure that the Word of God 
is effectively proclaimed. 

 

8. Be it resolved that the diocese promote and encourage Lectio Divina as a way of prayer and study 
of the Bible.  

EUCHARIST 

1. Be it resolved that the Eucharist be promoted as the “source and summit” of the life of every 
Catholic individual, family, parish, ministry and institution.  

2. Be it resolved that the Diocese at every level promote and encourage devotion to the Holy 
Eucharist as an integral part of the life of every Catholic individual, family, parish, ministry and 
institution.  

3. Be it resolved that the sacrament of reconciliation be promoted and made available in all parishes 
as an encounter with Christ especially in preparation for Holy Eucharist. 
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4. Be it resolved that the Extraordinary Ministers of Holy Communion receive on-going formation to 
ensure their sustained spiritual development in the Ministry.  

 
5. Be it resolved that the Eucharist be promoted as the Sacrament of Charity, God’s Compassion to 

all our brothers and sisters. 

6. Be it resolved that the Diocese through the parishes promote and encourage ministry to children 
as an integral part of the Sunday Liturgy so as to facilitate their active participation in the Mass.  

SERVICE 

1. Be it resolved that the Diocese promote stewardship as an integral part of the life of every Catholic 
individual, family, parish, ministry and institution. 

2. Be it resolved that the Diocese create a data-base of all Catholics identifying skilled personnel; 
and develop a needs-based assessment. 

3. Be it resolved that Catholic Social Teaching be promoted and nurtured in the life of every Catholic 
individual, family, parish, ministry and institutions. 

4. Be it resolved that the Diocese actively promote authentic integral human development among 
all peoples, especially the marginalized. 

5. Be it resolved that the Diocese foster and actively promote an ethic of respect for life, people, the 
environment and the law. 

OTHER – EVANGELIZATION 

1. Be it resolved that the Diocese promote the New Evangelization as enunciated by the Magisterium 
as outlined in the Joy of the Gospel by Pope Francis. 

2. Be it resolved that the Diocese foster and nurture the discipline of Christian Mediation and other 
forms of prayer. 

3. Be it resolved that the Diocese establish formation opportunities for evangelization so as to 
encourage all Catholics to a renewed encounter with Christ and to foster Mature Discipleship. 

4. Be it resolved that the Diocese actively educate promote and support renewal movements 
through all its parishes so as to empower all Catholics in the service of the New Evangelization. 

OTHER – CATHOLIC SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS 

1. Be it resolved that a Catholic Chaplaincy be established to serve the Community College and to 
assist with the spiritual, psychological and social needs. 

2. Be it resolved that the Diocese promote Catholic education for all ages and assist parents in 
fulfilling their obligation in the formation of their children as Disciples of Christ. 

3. Be it resolved that the Diocese in collaboration with the Government and other stakeholders find 
a mechanism for the sustainable financial support of its institutions.  

OTHER – ECUMENISM 

1. Be it resolved that the Diocese as enunciated by the Church educate Clergy, Religious and Laity 
on the true meaning, value and practice of Ecumenism. 
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OTHER – FORMATION 

1. Be it resolved that the Diocese establish adequate opportunities for ongoing formation for all 
Catholics especially for the people of the Grenadines. 

2. Be it resolved that Diocesan Christian initiation programmes for all age groups be evaluated, 
standardized and published. 

3. Be it resolved that the Diocese implement a comprehensive catechetical formation training 
programme for all age groups, with appropriate methodologies for differently abled persons. 

OTHER – VOCATION 

1. Be it resolved that the Diocese at all levels actively promote a culture of vocation to facilitate a 
response to the call to: 

(a) married life; 

(b) priesthood; 

(c) diaconate; 

(d) religious life; 

(e) consecrated lay-life; and 

(f) missionaries. 

OTHER- FAMILY AND YOUTH 

1. Be it resolved that the Diocese develop and implement comprehensive, sustainable programmes 
to meet the needs of children, youth and young adults. 

2. Be it resolved that young adults where eligible be included in leadership at all levels of the Diocese 
and parishes and be allowed to actively serve and have a vote in making decisions. 

3. Be it resolved that the Diocese actively promote and defend the Catholic understanding of the 
Sacrament of Marriage within the context that love, marriage and family go together. 

OTHER – COMMUNICATION 

1. Be it resolved that the Diocese further develop its framework for the effective sharing of 
information using all available media. 

2. Be it resolved that the Diocese maintain an up to date calendar of events and makes it available 
to all in a timely manner. 

3. Be it resolved that the Diocese establishes facilities for audio, video and web production and that 
requisite training be provided. 

OTHER – FINANCE 

1. Be it resolved that the diocesan fund raising committee promote and encourage greater 
participation and financial support for the annual diocesan functions from all the parishes. 

2. Be it resolved that the Diocese implement a Diocesan Development Fund supported by all 
parishes and Catholic organisations to support the work to be undertaken by SYNOD 2015. 

3. Be it resolved that the Diocese, parishes and all Catholic organisations publish annual stewardship 
reports and update by June 30th of each year. 
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OTHER – POLICY 

1. Be it resolved that the Diocese develop and promote policies and programmes to support the 
mission, vision and core values of the church. 

2. Be it resolved that the Diocese through its appropriate instrument seeks to implement the 
resolutions as adopted from SYNOD 2015 within five years. 

3. Be it resolved that the diocese take a more ‘hands on’ approach with its organisations and 
institutions ensuring high quality performance, transparency and accountability. 

4. Be it resolved that an information system be established and maintained by the Diocese to 
facilitate monitoring, evaluation and reporting of the achievements of agreed goals of the 
Diocese. 

5. Be it resolved that the Diocese establish a special body for redress of unjust treatment and or 
abuse of individuals by church institutions or hierarchy. 
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5.2 Appendix 2 – Tables of raw (unadjusted) text responses on challenges and best practices 
 

Table A-1. Raw text responses received to question about top 1-2 challenges experienced during 

implementation. 

RESOLUTION TOP CHALLENGES IDENTIFIED - RAW RESPONSE TEXTS 

COMM-1 The Communications Team can be more proactive 
Could be more creative and innovative 

  Getting more persons involved  

  lack of electronic media in some parishes and parishioners 

  Many are not into social network to access information as posted. 

  People without online presence not engaged 

  Print, the most effective tool in the Diocese, is too expensive. 

  Resources are more geared towards Cathedral parish 
Information going out is too late - stale news is not news worthy  
Social media accounts not being used effectively - no specific goals/purpose  

  We did not have the resources to obtain the types of media that would assist in the 
development of the programs in the parish. 

COMM-2 (clashing) overlapping of events with parishes not wanting to give way  
Parishes having events not on the calendar clashing with other things on the calendar  
Events on calendar not taking place  

  Late submission of information by parishes 
Clashing of dates of events; harvests among them 

  Clashes of events happening on different parishes.  

  
List not always reaches the people in the pew 

  
some parishioners forget that they got a calendar, reshuffling of dates due to loaded calendar 

  
Still not reaching everyone, need to be in a format that is durable 

  
The challenge here was to get the schedule initiated. 

COMM-3 (Cannot comment intelligently as I am not aware of what was/was not done) 

  No facility established 
No communications officer 

  A problem with personnel sourcing proper equipment  
persons being sent for training who do not use the skills when they return  

  Consistency in getting persons to participate 

  Lack of resources. 

  No resources or equipment. 

  Not enough interested youth and young adult interest 
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RESOLUTION TOP CHALLENGES IDENTIFIED - RAW RESPONSE TEXTS 

  Not implemented  

  
Some parishes do not have facilities to implement that resolution, some parishes do not have 
personnel capable or willing or who may have time to maintain those media 

ECUMENISM  We do not get feedback on our efforts. 
 
our church deserves to be LEADING not following 

  
Ecumenical activity takes precedence over formation 
Tendency to wait on the initiatives of the SVG Christian Council 

  Again, I have no idea if this was done 

  encouraging participation 

  lack of coordination between different churches 

  More needs to be done to educate parishioners about the practices of the church. 

  The Church in SVG is under attack by the non-Catholics - maybe we should be teaching the 
Catholics apologetics instead of ecumenism  

EUCHARIST-1 Irregular attendance of Holy Mass and liturgical celebrations. 

  
Irregular Mass attendance for many 
The use of the liturgy for catechetical moments 

  
Catholics do not want to expose themselves to formation moments/opportunities  

  Lifestyles of people hinder proper assimilation of the teaching. Most people don't receive it 
afterwards  

  no commitment 

  Nonstarter from parish priest 

  Not enough priests to implement in all parish churches every wknd 

  poor Mass attendance 

  
There was no notable challenge to this resolution.  Some individuals, however, found it a bit 
difficult to understand the concept of eating the flesh and drinking the blood of Jesus Christ. 

EUCHARIST-2 Lack of ongoing catechesis on Eucharistic devotions 
Lack of the practice of the devotions in the parishes 

  Difficulty in getting different parishes together and insufficient teaching on Eucharist  

  Getting enough people to participate in Eucharistic adoration. 

  
It is difficult to do this sort of devotion in some areas 
Catholics do not understand and do not want to understand devotion to the eucharist or what 
Eucharist means to Catholics.  
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RESOLUTION TOP CHALLENGES IDENTIFIED - RAW RESPONSE TEXTS 

  
Most individuals follow along with the concept of communion as espoused by the Holy 
Eucharist.  There was no particular challenge, except the point of believing that the host and 
wine are actually the flesh and blood of Christ. 

  No specific time mapped out for teaching 

  Nonstarter by priest  

  partial lack of commitment to "TRUE PRESENCE" 

EUCHARIST-3 
Little promotion of sacrament of reconciliation 
The priest is not generally available before Masses for sacramental confessions 

  Not actively implemented.  Clergy don't know how to implement 

  Definitely Zero option needed for this!!!! Priest need mentions, in my hearing anything to do 
with sacrament of reconciliation!! 

  Does a sense of sin exist anymore - communion lines long but confession lines are getting 
smaller.  
Clergy does not speak about the need for confession in order to receive communion anymore.  

  In this particular instance, where personal confession to a priest was expected, practically all 
individuals did not think that it was necessary.  The idea is that such practice seems 
antiquated, duplicitous, and unnecessary. 

  Lack of awareness of sin in the world. 

  Lack of enough time to have confession before mass 

  Most people are not interested in going to confession because they don't receive Holy 
Communion 

  not enough available priests 

  People don't understand the purpose of the priest during this sacrament 

  Priests are NEVER available for confessions. 

EUCHARIST-4 Adequate use is not made of formation moments, example the School of Liturgy 
Lack of a diocesan programme with the same content to ensure uniformity in formation and 
practice 

  
I interpreted this resolution as suggesting that ministers should have continuing education to 
reinforce their religious training. No particular challenge in that respect! 

  It is not Parish affairs to organise it, but Diocesan. 

  Lack of attendance for the training 

  no challenges 

  
Present persons in ministry seem unconvinced of the need for them to be “formed” to 
perform ministry well..... 

  
The ministers believe they are there for life (which has become the practice in the diocese) 
therefore, there is no need to make themselves available for further formation  
Clergy has a role to play (to blame) in the non-formation of these ministers 
Clergy do not communicate diocesan programs available to their ministers  
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TOO MUCH DEPENDENCY ON PRIESTS 
UNWILLINGNESS TO SACRIFICE TIME FOR OUTREACH ETC 

EUCHARIST-5 Not addressed as connected with our works of charity 
Little or no catechesis 

  People do not understand what sacrament of charity means  
people do not understand that Eucharist affects their daily living  

  There was no particular challenge here.  All understood the importance of coming together to 
share a moment of love and togetherness. 

  Zero option 

EUCHARIST-6 
 NON-PARTICIPATION BY PARENTS = LACK OF CHILDREN AT MASS 
 
COULD EMPHASIS ON BROADCAST BE SIDELINING THE CHILDREN FROM THE MUSIC MINISTRY 
PERHAPS???  ARE CHILDREN INVOLVED IN All parishes?? 
 
children need to be musicians to reduce dependency on adults 

  
Committed adults 
Consistency of children's Mass attendance 

  Liturgists are not real teachers nor creative teachers. 

  co-operation of children and parents 

  get support from the elders in the church 

  Lack of parents supports in getting the children to church 

  Older folks do not think that children should have anything separate but learn to sit with them 
and listen  
older folks stuck to their old habits and ways of growing up at mass 

  
The problem here is that in our parish children are not encouraged by their and guardians to 
come to church.  This issue is one that we are trying to address. 

  zero implementation 

EVANGEL-1 Consistent participation  

  Getting people to come on board 

  lack of interest in some parishes 

  lack of interest of catholic faithful in Evangelization 

  
lack of understanding of the evangelization Pope Francis speaks of  
Catholics lack urge to evangelize  

  no commitment 

  Not many are ready to leave their pews. 

  One-off only.  needs ongoing promotion 
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  This focus is a new one for our parish therefore it took a while to take root. 

EVANGEL-2 CORRECT THIS TO     MEDITATION   !!! 

  lack of interest among some parishioners 

  Most people are not interested in traditional prayers of the Church. 

  
Poor attendance of parishes to the Diocesan program that will foster meditation and other 
forms of prayers. 

  suitability of time for participants 

  There seems to be a lack of interest on the part of the congregation. 

  too many starts and stops - no consistencies  

EVANGEL-3 Commitment 

  Lack of commitment by persons 

  Lack of interest of Catholics to involve in the mission of the church.  

  People lost interest 

  
This practice was relatively dormant in the parish, therefore, it took time for parishioners to 
get acquainted with this new intervention. 

EVANGEL-4 Breaking the ice in the implementation of a new process. 

  
Lack of commitment by both hierarchy and parishioners 

  Lack of commitments to support and the activities of Nst and other related tools through 
which thrives. 

FAMILY/YOUTH-1 No programme was developed; no new initiatives 
Efforts were made to revive CHOICE and CAINCO 

  Consistent participation by persons responsible for leading the program 
Lack of interest by members 

  co-operation, financing 

  
Decline in the active participation of youth and young adults in the church 
Youths not committed to the activities of the church 

  Getting the youth involved  

  In southern Grenadines, we have mostly children because of non-availability of school or job 
for the youth and young adult 

  lack of support by parents 

  lack of volunteers, little to no representation in the parishes  

  Shortage of manpower 

  The major challenge here is to get parents to send their children to church.  Attendance! 
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Too many changes in coordinators 
lack of parish cooperation especially on the level of the clergy  
negative attitude of elders to youth and children  

FAMILY/YOUTH-2  need to TRAIN leadership & not leave to chance 

  Not enough actively involved young adults 
Those who are open quickly go off to study 

  co-operation of youth, gate-keeping by office/ministry holders 

  
Lack of commitment on youth side 
lack of trust and respect toward youths on elders side 

  Lack of follow-up in my parish.  Hardly any meetings for people generally to give ideas  

  Lack of interest 

  low commitment from young adults, church elders  and leaders not too open to change,  

  Most of them are not living in the island because of their school, or job-related. 

  The challenge of having time to have regular meeting due to work /studies 

  This step was a very positive development. 

FAMILY/YOUTH-3 (Apart from Marriage Encounter, I am not aware of what was done in this regard) 

  
Too few couples involved in marriage preparation 
Need to expose more couples to ME and EE weekends 

  lack of stable Ministry coordinators 

  No challenges here! 

  
No leader at diocesan level  
Parish coordinators are not aware of their roles or the synod resolutions  

  No representation at the Diocesan level 

  Not many weddings taking place 

  Not perceived.    possibly the adverse leadership by society's role models 

  Only few are ready to adhere to Catholic teaching before marriage. 

  Poor attendance to programs that will help families understand the sacrament of marriage.   

FINANCE-1 
Events are centralised in Kingstown 
The functions are similar; need for greater creativity 

  Communications and follow-up 

  Decrease in number of participants from different parishes during diocesan fund raising 
events 

  
Diocesan offices tend not to take the lead but pass on responsibility to the Parishes 
Cathedral carry the burden of Diocesan events or so it appears 
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  Getting all the parishes on board 

  Insufficient leadership from ALL clergy 
insufficient Transparency/Accountability resulting in lethargy 
Not all Parishes are supportive 

  Low attendance and we encountered problems with one of our investments. 

  Most Catholics haven't learnt how to give and make sacrifice of time to Catholic events. 

  Never heard of this being attempted 

  Persons contributing at parish and Diocese level 

  support and donations 

  Timely retrieving of financial l information from the relevant sources 

FINANCE-2 There is the monthly Diocesan Collection 
There are few Catholic organisations 

  Commitment is a challenge 

  Communication a bit shaky 

  For the first time we begin an aggressive campaign to make repairs to our churches.  
Ultimately we realized that we need more funds. 

  I think it was discussed at Finance Council. Minutes would confirm or not 

  No knowledge of this being attempted 

  No structure put in place to deal with the resolution  

  Not aware that any such fund was established 

  Nothing is heard about this. 

  Poor implementation and awareness of diocesan development fund organisation 

  Setting up a fund is Easy.  Getting it supported is NOT easy - look at the monthly Diocesan 
collections!! 

FINANCE-3 Absence of Reports  
No format for presentations 

  Apart from the Diocesan Stewardship Committee I am not aware that any other stakeholders 
mentioned in the resolutions even attempted to implement it. 

  Communication is a problem through the Diocese. The Vision Team had circulars 

  Getting the required  information within the timeframe 

  Nothing is heard about this. 

  Poor reporting 

  Reluctance to disclose?  Or is it too much effort???? 
 People always give better once they know how much is raised & how it is spent. 

  Some parishes do not comply 
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  Was just not enforced/implemented 
no structure put in place to get it done 

FORMATION-1 The Grenadines still get left out 
Greater efforts should be made to grow the leadership in the Grenadines 

  Little commitment on part of the faithful in the pews 

  No effort is made to implement this. 

  Opportunities made available but Catholics do not need further formation - they know it all 
already  
Catholics are too complacent  

  Poor implementation due to lack of funding 

  Sometimes it is difficult for members of the Grenadine parishes to take part in training offered 
on the mainland. 

  Transport & accommodation.    Lack of generosity...... 

  transport from the Grenadines 

  travel 

FORMATION-2 Not all parishes have an adult initiation programme 
No evaluation undertaken 

  Clergy cooperation lacking  
the diocesan catechetical director uncooperative with the liturgical commission  

  I was not apprised about this step previously, therefore, I cannot give an educated opinion 
about this matter. 

  No evidence of this being done 

  Not known.     This AIM is great but RCIA need ACTION not statistics    

FORMATION-3 Available personnel, especially youth and young adults 
Male catechists 

  Again no idea if this was done - or even attempted 

  Diocesan Catechetical Director lacked understanding of her role  
Her attitude repelled people 

  Good effort so far but more is needed to be done. 

  Lack of time and challenging of planning due to work 

  more catechists needed and more training or different kind of training  

  Recruitment of new catechists and those seeking catechesis 

  volunteers 

  We did not have the adequate resources to make this a reality. 

POLICY-1 
 There should be NO challenges, 
Surely this is exactly what All Dioceses are supposed to do anyway  ?? 
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  No consistent follow up of Synod Implementation process 
There is very little reference to these elements of Synod 2015 

  
At the inception of the policies and procedures, it was a bit challenging to keep responsible 
leaders on task. 

  Information system to capture policies for ease of retrieval  
Diocesan Office invariably cannot provide policies even though they were prepared 
I have repeatedly supplied the same information over and over again  

  Lack of commitment 

  No compliance to the diocesan policies by some parishes 

  No idea of  whether or not there was implementation  

  Not aware that anything was implemented re this. 

  sustaining the promotion of policies 

POLICY-2 
The Diocese cannot function without the collaboration of the parishes 
Functioning PPCs in the parishes 

  Because the concept was new, it took some time to get thing ironed out. 

  Good work completed but disconnect between SIT, Diocesan Office and Parishes 
 
Parishes were not necessarily linking their activities with the overarching SYNOD resolutions... 
even though they prepared plans 

  I do not understand that resolution. 

  Inconsistency in following the policies 

  Lack of information re implementation 

  Perception (incorrect) maybe that no work is being done.  Info needs to be shared 

  SIT team need to come out more to remind parishioners 

  sustaining interest 

  That's what we are in to. 

  
Too much red tape from the beginning frustrated the process 
lack of clergy support  

POLICY-3 
Implementing the resolution itself 
The Diocese has to lead the process 

  Co-operation of the organisations and institutions. 

  
Culture trumps strategy all the time... old way of being. There was an excellent attempt to 
make Parishioners and Groups accountable and transparent but there appeared to be a bit of 
what we might call “ dumb insolence” 

  No knowledge of implementation 
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  Poor accountability 

  structure just not put in place to get things done  

  there should be no insurmountable challenges to such an obvious need  

  Things got off to a slow start, but I think that the Diocese was on top of its game. 

POLICY-4 
Do not think that this was put in place, but if so was not implemented 
This needed the collaboration of both parishes and the Diocesan mechanism 

  An information system was established, but it took a while to achieve expected proficiency 
levels. 

  Any System is better than None.  If we cannot afford a costly system, let's get software from 
friendly Dioceses & build-up Records of progress........ 

  Commitment and Competency 

  lack of consistency  

  Poor communication 

  Providing feedback 

  Teamwork.com was implemented but no longer functions. 

POLICY-5 
Implemented in fits and starts 
No report submitted to the Bishop 

  Don’t know about any movement but could be lack of communication. OVERALL- the change 
of Bishops stymied the implementation of all resolutions. Also, original members of the SIT 
team either left or were terminated 

  getting some feedback 

  No knowledge of implementation 

  no one to look into it  
no one to get it done  

  This may be Duplicational. Bishops already have strict instructions from Rome re 
Investigations of any complaint (unless the Complaint is against the Bishop)    
Any such Body would need to be incredibly wide in scope, & equipped for everything from 
Financial to Sexual scandals. 
Perhaps specific  Committees  need to be ad-hoc, according to circumstances, rather than 
"Standing Committees"   
 If ONE person is identified as e.g. an annual" Ombudsman" appointment, such person could 
co-opt suitably -skilled persons to investigate & advise in specific cases, as 
appropriate............... 

  
Victims (if any) tend to be afraid to come forward, particularly in small society such as ours. 

SCHOOLS/INST-1 Sustained presence of the Chaplain 
Work to be done with the Catholic students to build a strong students' fellowship 

  I am not aware of any attempt to implement 
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  lack of interest from students to attend the spiritual exercises 

  lack of personnel for continuity and to assist the priests who were responsible for this mission 
at the colleges 

  Low interest on few Catholic students in the school. 

  N/A 

  
No consistency -  
not well thought out (lacked planning and proper partnership)  

  Not aware that it ever started. 

SCHOOLS/INST-2 
Good idea but the participation may be a challenge 
Parents tend to be more interested in academics and extracurricular rather than integral 
human formation which comes with Catholic Education 

  
getting the children to commit to being a part of the church 

  I do not see Catholic education being promoted and some of the Catholic schools do not get 
the support in terms of resources (physical and human) that some get. Also, parents use the 
Catholic schools and after a certain level there is no support. The Diocese however, does assist 
parents in fulfilling their obligation for the formation of their children but after the primary 
level, parents cease with "Catholic" education.  

  lack of commitment by parishioners 

  Lack of trained catechists in some parishes 

  not enough volunteers 

  Poor implementation and strong will to promote catholic education 

  The challenge is to get children to come to church. 

SCHOOLS/INST-3 The political climate of the country 
Financial Aid may make for the compromising of values 

  
If (a)is being done then not all the Catholic schools are beneficiaries  

  National economy 

  No idea if this was done 

  Poor implementation 

  The government needs money too  
diocese needs to manage its resources better  

  This resolution did not take into account about the separation of church and state. 

SERVICE-1 Consistent and ongoing formation of the theology and spirituality of stewardship in the 
parishes 
A tendency to understand stewardship as 'money' 

  At first, parishioners were slow in donating to the food baskets which we gave to needy 
residents, but they soon fell in line. 
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  lack of enough human resources 

  Lack of persons, always the same persons doing everything 

  Lack of stewardship representatives, interpreting resolution 

  Members giving and participating more when there is no disasters  
Getting timely help when needed 

  Most of the time, it is difficult to call people to join and serve 

  
Sustainability in the parishes as personnel identified did not follow through on their promises 

  Too many starts and stops  
parish coordinators not available - or visible  

  WRONG PERCEPTION OF EMPHASIS ON MONEY, RATHER THAN TIME AND TALENT 

SERVICE-2 Work was undertake on the data base, but there was no strategic follow up 
Little use made of the information at the parish level 

  Again some parishes reluctant/tardy(?) in getting on board 

  done but not made available to parishes  
not sure where the database is located  

  
DONT KNOW IF THIS WAS STARTED 

  Getting responses to data questionnaire, use of the database 

  lack of communication to know those with available skills 

  None of such ever happen 

  The premier challenge here was to find enough committed individuals to fill these posts.  
Creating a data base indicating individuals and their talents definitely helped. 

SERVICE-3 
Very little done by way of the formation of the laity 
Generally, parishioners do not inquire about these teachings 

  Getting Catholics excited about the CST's 

  getting personnel to teach or facilitate sessions  
Catholics not making themselves available for formation opportunities  

  
Lack of interest by members 

  
Limited implementation in all churches 

  
Nothing has been organised on that, though talk of that during homily. 

  
PEOPLE RESPONDING TO THESE SESSIONS-VERY POOR 

  
Promoting CST was ok but nurturing was challenging 
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Since our nation is an archipelago consisting of many islands, sometimes it was difficult to get 
instructors to reach the different parishes. 

SERVICE-4 
Not consciously and actively promoted in our parishes 
Not sufficiently connected to Word and Eucharist 

  
Catholics think that they should be given things when containers come in - even though they 
do not need it  
dependency syndrome seeping into the local church  

  Food for the Poor distribution, projects to aid in human development 

  Getting more people on board 

  not enough committed volunteers 

  Nothing tangible has been organised. 

  Poor funding and improper implementation 

  This practice was always a practice of the church here. 

SERVICE-5 
There is no active pro-life group or environmental group in the diocese. There are individual 
however who are of such conviction 
We have the communications opportunities but can be more proactive  

  Actually not sure to what extent this was done 

  Lack of necessary materials for education on the ethics of respect for life 

  lethargy 

  Not sure anyone knew that this existed or maybe they didn’t see the need to look at it  

  Nothing has been organised on that. 

  Social justice in this country tends to be politically tainted 

  
The challenge here was to walk a careful line while standing up against some of the 
questionable practices of the state. 

VOCATION It takes time to build a culture 
Greater efforts should be made to strengthen Catholic families 

  
getting people to commit 

  Getting people to serve on committee 
clergy do not think they are responsible for vocations once someone has been pinpointed to 
the role  

  Lack of interest on youths in discerning properly their vocation in order to obey and allow 
order to be formed. 

  No evidence that this was done 

  No proper life of emulation from parents to children in response to the faith. 

  people not seeing  Vocations-  looking at jobs/careers/ money  
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  The major challenge here is addressing the family life of priest and deacons.  Should they be 
allow to be married? 

WORD-1 
Locally, members of the church were accustomed to using the missal and not the bible, per se. 
Members were challenged to begin to be more conversant with the core meaning of biblical 
language. 

  
The lack of initiative and sustained activity by the Biblical and Evangelization Commission 
While the Bible is enthroned in the church during Masses, there is no direct reference to the 
significance of its presence 

  Congregation don't always bring their Bible to Mass 

  Consistent attendance during bible study  

  lack of  commitment,   only the older folks attended 

  
Lack of interest on the people and not will to comply with strategy to implement in the Parish. 

  No help from the persons at the diocesan level to the parishes in the Grenadines.  

  Not having enough time to study the bible during the Eucharistic celebration and liturgy. 

  Run out of steam??? 

  The lack of follow up with bible classes. 

  The main challenge is to meet another day in the week to have a Bible study. 

  
Top challenge ism non-participation from parish priest.  Whatever little bible study/Lectio that 
is done is initiated by a few lay persons. 
I wasn’t sure whether to give a 0, 1 or 2.  

  
wasn't implemented in my parish 

WORD-2 
 little evidence of a response 

  
For the first time, parishioners were more involved in analyzing the word of God instead of 
just repeating prayers such as those reflected in the missal and other prayer manual. 

  Parishes depended on the Diocesan Commission to provide the leadership in how to bring the 
Word into dialogue with the social realities 
No diocesan structure for the ongoing formation of the laity 

  A fear of talking about problems as they exist and as if doing so is taboo. 

  Lack of interest of catholic faithfuls to attend programs such as Lectio Divina or seminar on 
meditation with the scripture organised by the diocese.  

  no commitment 

  
no guidance from those in authority on this  
Tried used Lectio to address every issue - no other forms of use of bible to influence things  
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  No need beating around the bush. Most people are not interested. We have Lectio Divina and 
they don't come. 

  
This resolution is based on Bible, and if there are challenges in meeting to reflect on the 
teachings of the Bible, then the resolution will not be properly implemented. 

WORD-3 Lack of continuity 
Insufficient reference to the centrality of the word of God in the home and the church 

  
The resolution is a bit vague.  Many individuals did not readily understand the term, 
"environment of the Bible." 

  
Started well faded out. Not all homes visited unclear how it was decided which home to visit 

  Bibles not enthroned in homes nor church 

  Enthronement is just one movement... needs to go further  

  Lack of interest. Most people do not open up for it.  

  Lack of understanding of the need to enthrone the bible in our homes 

  no commitment 

  no evidence of enthronement in Catholic institutions 

  Not enough education on this resolution.  Unawareness 

  There is no Zero option which is what I want to choose! 

WORD-4 Biblical Animation has not been sustained 
Leadership 

  Again - everything focused on Lectio and ended with Lectio  
no other creative ways was found to promote Biblical Animation  
need Proper leadership at all levels  

  Lack of interest. 

  no commitment 

  Well this is an excellent resolution, there was difficulty in acquiring the necessary equipment 
to establish a viable animation process. 

  
Zero option as far as I am aware!! 

WORD-5 
In the first place, it is an important challenge trying to reconcile with the biblical history from a 
stand point of faith, but understanding the evolution of Tradition offers some real challenges.    

  
No diocesan structure to undertake this programme 
Those who request sessions do not commit themselves to participating 

  Not enough sessions, need more practical examples 

  Nothing done in the diocese with regard to this 
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  Parishioners are not ready to devote time to this resolution. 

  Pre mass talk tended to be 30 mins or more resulting in a longer worship time than some 
would like. 

  Suitable material resources not available 

  Time factor. People always in a hurry to leave the Church and no time to come back for other 
activities. 

  Was not implemented at all  
leadership issues  

  
Zero option! 

WORD-6 Need more catechists, esp. men 

  lack of enough time to share God's word 

  Now that the Bible has technically become a focal part of Catholic education, the more must 
be done to explain the history of the Bible and Tradition. 

  Trying to connect with catechetical programs - as programs are set from Trinidad books 
Teachers inflexible  

  Zero option.  In fact I am not aware of any catechetical and or pastoral programmes in my 
parish 

WORD-7 
No show during the School of Liturgy 
Not enough follow up in the parishes 

  
Again, time to meet poses a problem, as most persons journey to Kingstown for work and 
return home late in the evenings. 

  Haven't gone this far, though everyone reads in turns.  

  lack of enough time and poor attendance of members 

  Lack of equipment was a major drawback. 

  Lectors need to be reminded about the requirements of the new Missal 

  Lectors who think they do not need such training or formation  
easily accessible venues  

  
Not enough parishioners who volunteer. Small size of the community where some persons 
have to perform more than one role. 

  
Some persons who signed up for lector ministry could not seem to find the time to participate 
in training.  

WORD-8 Not all leaders are on board with Lectio Divina 
It is not sufficiently promoted 

  Both Priest and parishioners seem not to have the time. 

  Difficult to get persons to participate 
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  difficulty in getting people to commit to practice 

  Everyone did not find reading the text thrice very meaning exciting. 

  Lack of continuity 

  lack of enough time 

  Lack of thirst from parish priest 

  Most people lack interest to join. 

  Need to make time for this 

  no encouragement from diocese 

  Not all parishes....... 

  
People got tired of it - it was being used like the solution to all problems 
the way it was being implemented took lots of time away from meetings and so people got 
fed up of it being placed to begin meetings  
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Table A-2. Raw text responses received to question about top 1-2 best practices experienced during 

implementation. 

RESOLUTION TOP BEST PRACTICES IDENTIFIED – RAW RESPONSE TEXTS 

COMM-1 Diocesan 'Face Book' page 
Diocesan Bulletin 

  communications newsletters 

  Most people can access information on Catholic web. 

  Parish Facebook page, weekly bulletin, parish WhatsApp group 

  setting up of various social media platforms 
live streaming of cathedral masses  

  Social Media 

  Use of digital media is a huge push 

  Use of social media, websites, Facebook, Twitter, bulletins, WhatsApp 

  various modes of communication used  

COMM-2 A Calendar makes for better planning and increase participation  
We are able to support the functions and events of other parishes  

  
Calendar input from all players; priests, commissions, PPC's, schools 

  Diocesan calendar created each year 

  e-Clarion announcements 

  Joint meeting from different parishes to plan the calendar for the year 

  Meeting of Parish priest etc. to plan calendar. 

  one general meeting with all leaders in diocese and parishes to plan yearly 
calendar  
Made available by all possible media platforms  

  
prompt Events Calendar 2020 already issued 

  The schedule definitely helped to keep parishioners abreast as to what is 
going on in the parish. 

COMM-3 Material is already available  
Use the youths around to man the equipment 

  
8am Mass, Facebook, Instagram 

  
lot of training opportunities have opened up  

  money and resources available to get the equipment  

  
Parish representative to maintain those media 

ECUMENISM Organised ecumenical events 
Presentations on ecumenism 
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  Members of the parish had specific training which begin to shed light 
regarding the history of the practices of the church. 

  
Organizing a program that involve other religious bodies  

  There is a healthy collaboration between the Catholic Church and other 
churches. 

EUCHARIST-1 The use of projectors and screens during the liturgy and live streaming 
The Catholic mom programme 

  
Eucharistic adoration 

  In my opinion, individuals appreciate the idea of communing together as a 
family and sharing a "meal" together. 

  More properly organised liturgical celebrations at diocesan level  

  Proper Catechesis on the importance of Holy Eucharist as a sacrament of 
the church   

  Uninformed parishioners 

EUCHARIST-2 An adoration chapel  
Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament in one of the parish churches at least 
once per week for one hour 

  
Adoration,             Corpus Christi REVIVAL & Witness is needed!!! 

  Constancy and consistency in some parishes are important - in terms of 
exposition and teachings 

  Eucharistic adoration in parishes 

  The enthusiasm to commune is a sense of togetherness is a very positive 
aspect of this practice. 

  
uninformed/unmotivated parishioners 

EUCHARIST-3 Providing the opportunity for sacramental confessions during the Lenten 
Retreat  
Use the liturgy to help people to make the connection between the 
sacrament of reconciliation and Eucharist  

  Adoration in parishes 

  CONSTANT PROMOTION NEEDED IN EVERY PARISH 

  Having confession on Sunday before or after mass, organizing penitential 
service during Divine mercy devotion to help people go for confession. 
Being available at times for sacrament of reconciliation. 

  
Individuals were able to understand and appreciate the importance of 
confession. 

  Lenten mission and advent - sacrament being available in some parishes 
through penitential services 
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EUCHARIST-4  SOME NEW RECRUITMENT 

  Parishes taking greater responsibility for the on-going formation of 
ministers 
Visitation of the sick and homebound as an integral aspect of ministry 

  continuation of the practice 

  diocesan training of lay ministers instead of on parish level worked 
although some parishes did not participate  

  
Formation of lay preachers 

  Proper coordination through the active members   

EUCHARIST-5 There is an active outreach to the poor and indigent  
Improved Soup Kitchen service 

  People gather things together during Lent and Christmas to reach out to 
less privileged in the society 

  Proper preparation of first Holy communion candidates and ongoing 
catechesis 

  the annual good Friday collection of food stuff to give to the poor 
some parishes picked up food items and other stuff for the poor or 
institutions at various times/seasons in the year 

  This was an ongoing practice. 

EUCHARIST-6 Catholic mom 
The Children's Choir 

  being a part of the liturgy 

  
Children are taken out for Sunday School though not always. 

  
Children's Sunday school 

  great fresh leadership 

  Involving the parents to participate in children programs like summer 
programs and having some sections with them to educate them on the 
need to bring their children to church 

  the catholic mom program  
volunteers at the cathedral to teach the children during that time 
children being called up to sanctuary for the our father's prayer and sign of 
peace 

  We have introduced several scenarios to encourage children to come to 
mass. 

  Youth Mass every 1st Sunday per month 

EVANGEL-1 beginning of cluster groups of Catholics meeting in areas that do not have 
Catholics or where Catholics have lapsed  

  Catechizes on the importance of Evangelization  
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  Few have started personal visits to those who are sick. 

  Getting fellow participants to spread the word 

  Members of the Evangelism group were able to contact individual who 
were not active participants in parish affairs. 

  Revitalization of groups in the parishes going out into the community 

EVANGEL-2 getting instructions from committed presenters 

  NEEDS TO BE ONGOING PROMOTION.  AVOID EXPENSIVE OUTSIDE 
PRESENTERS 

  Promotion via books, leaflets.  Introduction in prisons 

  Proper communication strategy and intense advertisement of the said 
programs 

  Some small groups met to practice 

EVANGEL-3 
Holy Spirit Interactive mature disciples program 

  New Evangelists had to sharpen their skills to answer question put forth by 
parishioners and the public alike. 

  Proper catechizes 

  Small cells in some parishes 

  we plan to do a 9 nights outreach leading up to Christmas 

EVANGEL-4 Small group committed to particular movements.... Charismatic movement 
would get top marks 

  Those involved had to reeducate themselves to answer questions of 
individuals who had doubts about some of our practices. 

FAMILY/YOUTH-1 
Committed leadership 
Few but focused individuals 

  attempt to grow group of young adults to lead youth ministry (physically, 
spiritually and emotionally) 

  Cannot give an informed response to this  

  Children Sunday school in some parishes, youth retreats e.g. Choice 

  Choice/ COR/Cainco etc. 

  creative ideas/initiatives 

  Engaging the youth and assigning them leadership roles 

  For the children, summer camping each year has been improving. 

  Inventing programs and activities to elevate children's interest. 

  Reaching out to church community and encouragement thru education  

  Regular youth meetings and exercises 

FAMILY/YOUTH-2 Invite young adults to work with a more experienced leader 
Engage young adults according to their gifts, e.g., IT skills 
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  choice/  cor/ cainco 

  Engaging them in an open and interactive session to air their views 

  Few remaining shows active involvement. 

  Getting the youth to take responsibility for some of the activities in the 
church. 

  some parishes ensured youth leaders were on their PPCs  
youth masses being planned and implemented by youth  

  the few who say yes are committed 

  Youth empowerment, Youth in leadership roles 

FAMILY/YOUTH-3 The witness of those who are involved in Marriage Preparation 
The study of 'Amoris Laetitia 

  involvement of other commissions  

  marriage encounter group 

  Organizing discussion and activities related to family on certain time of the 
year within the parish.    

  The reinforcement of this important part of parish life was welcomed. 

FINANCE-1 The workers are very committed 
People look forward to the events 

  1st collection each month is for Diocese 

  Consistent announcements and encouraging parishioners to participate 

  Core committed persons from the Parishes , especially Cathedral 

  Invite reps from all parishes to planning meetings for diocesan functions 

  Obtaining basic information in advance. When possible  

  ongoing activities 

  We adopted a policy of greater financial control and review of financial 
activities. 

FINANCE-2 Perhaps one collection in the parishes, yearly, for the projects of Synod 
2015 
10% of our overseas preaching may go towards Synod Implementation 

  Better communication  

  Continued diocesan collection on first Sunday monthly 

  Taking care of parish facilities impressed the parishioners. 

FINANCE-3 Diocesan Finance Meeting is a good model 
Will be a good witness to accountability and transparency 

  A lot of good work was done but was not sufficiently communicated to the 
Parishes 

  Encouraging different committees to set their goals and work towards 
achieving them 
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  We were very diligent in ensuring that our stewardship duties we adhered 
to. 

FORMATION-1 The NST goes about three times a year to the Grenadines for vigil and 
renewal 
Diocesan Pilgrimage at least once per year 

  Accommodation 

  Catechists attempts to go to the southern grenadines and sandy bay to 
assist with catechetical classes and practical training for new catechists  

  Good funding 

  Members of the parish traveled to the mainland to take part in several 
seminars, etc. 

  still being considered 

FORMATION-2 Once per month Catechists meeting 
Increase the number of catechists 

FORMATION-3 University of Dayton 
Use already available programmes from neighbouring dioceses 

  participation of members  

  Some attempt was made to address the area, but not comprehensively 
enough. 

POLICY-1 The liturgy is the best forum for remembering the mandates of Synod 2015 
Use the various platforms of Social Media 

  
not  specifically known or perceived without more thought 

  Participation and encouraging parishioners to be attend programs on the 
diocesan policies and mission support 

  Template development 

  We were always able to achieve our goals and objectives. 

POLICY-2 Strong Commissions in the parishes 
Monthly reviews/evaluations of the work of the Commissions vis-a-vis the 
Resolutions 

  Cannot recall when we last heard of Implementation progress....... 

  Encouraging participation 

  Everyone worked diligently to fulfill his or her objectives. 

  Most Parishes attempted to prepare Parish Pastoral Plans, even though 
they did not necessarily followed / linked to the resolutions directly 

POLICY-3 
Use the Liturgy to update and to render accountability 
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Diocesan Finance Council lead by Bishop Jason made every effort to put 
policies in place to change the practice of lack of accountability in fund 
raising, projects, parishes etc. 

  Formation of Diocesan Social Services Network (DISSERN). 

  Proper monitoring 

  The Diocese followed to ensure that steady progress was being made. 

POLICY-4 The Synod Commissions still functioning 
The Liturgical Commission 

  
Deadlines were established to encourage compliance. 

  Engaging different parishes or committees in planing the diocesan calendar 
to ease information. 

  newsletters 

  The use of digital media is tremendous 

  Vision Team attempted to rectify using the expertise of Dr Renton 

POLICY-5 There is a Diocesan Committee for redress 
There is precedence in the other dioceses of the AEC 

  Implementation of Virtus programme. 

  It gave people sense of fair hearing and justice. 

  Transparency and sharing of necessary information 

SCHOOLS/INST-1 Train a few persons in Campus Ministry 
Build a relationship between the parishes and the College 

  Reaching out to them and getting them involved  

SCHOOLS/INST-2 Strengthen parish catechesis 
Use the weekend Masses as formation opportunities 

  Concentrated group sessions of teachers who are committed 

  Each parish to have trained catechists 

  Formation of Catholic teachers and working along ministry of education 

SCHOOLS/INST-3 Assistance with specific projects 
High performance attracts assistance 

  
Engaging the stakeholders and governments in school system 

  Not known,    Active energy need to be applied.   Our Schools educate 
EVERYBODY 

SERVICE-1 Other persons have committed themselves to ministry in the parish 
Including the youth of the parish in all our parish endeavours 

  CATHOLIC FORUM 

  diocesan coordinators going out to parishes  
diocesan coordinators receiving training  
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  Encouraging persons to get involved 

  Get more people involved in doing things in the parish -Participation 

  Mission visits,  

  The joy of watching those who received the gifts that we gave delivered to 
them; many of them were bed-ridden and in dire need. 

  Usher, maintenance and upkeep of the church 

SERVICE-2 Information is available 
An opportunity to get to know about our congregants 

  Circulating the questionnaire 

  We found that many individuals were expert at multi-tasking. 

SERVICE-3 ? REPEATED INFORMATION SESSIONS IN EVERY PARISH ??? 
?POSSIBLE BRIEF TRAINING AT END OF MASSES? 

  Set up a separate commission to deal with formation 
Introduce a small group of interested parishioners to the social encyclicals 

  
Engaging members on some of catholic social teaching before mass 

  Make it available in mandatory for deacon candidates, catechists and 
others  
making it available through liturgy school - breaking it up into parts  

  Radio Programmes that explained these Teachings and related them to our 
local situations 

  The reinforcement of the importance of giving and helping those in need. 

  Use of all media 

SERVICE-4 The institutions of the Diocese and the parishes reflect our concern for the 
whole person 
Our concern for the marginals of the city 

  A continued focus on the need to share one's talents to assist in the many 
services of the church. 

  a wide cross section of society benefits from the church's outreach - doesn’t 
matter that the church still gets cursed for not doing anything for these 
same people  

  
Charity donation/visit of parishioners  to Lewis Punnett home  

  
Establishing links with people in communities throughout the nation 

  Help to people as need arose.  Particularly in disasters to help them get on 
their feet again. Ongoing distribution of goods to needy. 

  new soup kitchen 
prison ministry 
de Porres trust 
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SERVICE-5 Catholic Forum and NICE Radio 
Social Media 

  Organizing a talk show /workshop for our youths on the effects and abuse 
of drug 

  The courage to be vocal in cases where illicit practices like violence against 
women went unnoticed. 

  Use of all media to promote social justice, discussion on Papal and AEC 
Bishops social justice documents 

VOCATION Encouragement from the pulpit 
Make use of personal testimonies 

  Focus has been put on the training of deacons. 

  poor attendances at sessions 

  Vocation prayer made available to parishes  
posters made  

WORD-1 
 leader asks individuals directly to participate in the Bible study initiative 

  It is refreshing that Catholics could better defend the allegation that they 
do not use the bible. 
The practice of using the bible directly helped us to be more conversant 
with bible texts. 

  The reading of the gospel by all the congregants before the homily on 
weekends 
The printing of the Scriptures for each Sunday in the Clarion 

  Bible in every home ?? 

  Enthronement of the Bible in churches and homes. 

  Few who adhere to the activities/ plans/ find it enjoyable to discuss word of 
God with others without fear, as well as relating it to their lives. 

  Increased advice on use of the bible 

  Lectio at Mass every wknd 

  Lectio Divina 

  Lectio Divina to begin meetings  
Bible exhibitions 

  Making use of the bible to preach during the homily rather than a bulletin. 
Challenging children with some biblical questions and helping them learn 
the right answers. 

  The priest prints weekly reflections on the readings, thus it is possible to 
review the reflections during the week. 

WORD-2 Sessions on the Social Teachings of the Church at the diocesan level 
Parish initiatives to study the magisterial documents 
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  The best practice is getting participants more intently involved in bible texts 
interpretation. 

  
attempt to practice Lectio and tried to link it to daily life  

  Bringing these programs to the local communities and encouraging them to 
participate 

  Few who adhere to the activities/ plans find it enjoyable to discuss word of 
God with others without fear, as well as relating it to their lives. 

WORD-3 An altar/a place of dignity for the Bible in homes 
More active listening to the word of God via social media 

  During the implementation phase the parishioners worked together and 
the camaraderie and care which developed assisted in helping to build the 
Church. 

  Proper catechesis 

  some parishes did community visits to homes to enthrone bibles  

  The wording of this resolution is not very clear. 

  Visitation Fellowship 

WORD-4 Encourage people to read Scripture 
Practice Lectio Divina 

  attempt to move Lectio to real life issues 

  No comment since this process never materialized. 

  Taking seriously the importance of Lectio as a guide to understand God's 
plan in every pastoral engagement.  

WORD-5 The School of Liturgy 
CAINCO 

  
Actually, to have the pre mass talk is a good practice. 

  Individuals appreciated the opportunity to understanding the history of the 
bible, etc., 

WORD-6 Monthly meetings from parish to parish 
Lectio Divina 

  All sessions at the Church begins with Lectio 

  Aware that it is done in Catechetical programmes 

  Most people have grasped some biblical foundation of the faith and 
doctrine. 

  The attempt to explain the meaning of Tradition as a practice of the church. 

  Use of Lectio Divina 

WORD-7 
For diocesan functions, lectors are drawn from various parts of the diocese 
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  Acting out certain part of the Bible make it easier for ultimate 
comprehension of the Bible 

  good presenters  
lots of online resources available  

  Lack of commitment 

WORD-8 Invitation to the congregation at Sunday mass to join in reading the Gospel 
along with the preacher.  
The practice of Lectio Divina every Wednesday at dining shelter in Rose 
Place.  

  Encouraging Lectio Divina at parish meetings, esp. PPC 
Encouraging the faithful to read the Scriptures attending Mass 

  Done at the beginning of each PPC meeting 

  Helps you to enter into the scriptures to experience an encounter with 
Christ 

  it was an in your face by some people 
exposure to various methods  

  lack of commitment from most parishioners 

  Most meetings of the Church begins with Lectio. 

  Most people can openly express and share the word with others. 

  Prioritizing the use of God's word in any endeavors.  

  The repetition was good to aid in text comprehension. 
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